DOSarrest Security Service (DSS)

USER GUIDE
VERSION 4.0
The DSS is the main customer portal where customers can
view and manipulate traffic statistics from a wide variety of
variables that are available in real-time. This is also where
customers can view, create and modify their configuration(s)
as well as create tickets, user accounts and view the in house
knowledge base.
Should you require any assistance, we are always here to
assist you.

Need a hand?
UK Free Phone

0800.016.3099

CA / US Toll Free

1.888.818.1344

Singapore Tell Free

1.800.101.1796

24 / 7 Email support

support@dosarrest.com
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DSS AT A GLANCE

1. Virtual VIPs: Drop down box storing all your VIPs
2. Webservers: Creating SNI
3. Dashboard: Select traffic variables from
 Blocked Events
 Bandwidth
 Connections
 Events
 Status Codes
 Connection States
 Cache
4. Event Logs: WAF and web log reporting
5. Origins: Upstream Address
6. Manage Web Servers: Section Overview:
 General – Adding SSL Certificate
 Domains – Adding domain and assigning protocols
 ACLs – Blocking IPs
 Error Pages: Setting up Web Pages for Maintenance
7. Site Wide Features: Setting up DOSarrest features
8. By URI: Setting up DOSarrest features on specific URI
9. Tickets: Creating Tickets to DOSarrest Support
10. Knowledge Base: Articles available to assist you
11. Accounts: Displays a list of user accounts
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GETTING STARTED
IMPORTANT TERMS








VIP: Virtual IP – This is the assigned IP from DOSarrest
service that your visitors will see.
Origin IP: This is your server’s IP. Also known as the
“Upstream IP”.
DSS: DOSarrest Security Services. This is the name of the
customer portal.
CV (Client Validation): A security tool to test if visitors are
real users.
URIs / URI System: Uniform Resource Identifier – A specific
location on the website.
 For example: / is example.org, /blogs is
example.org/blogs, and etc.
Origin Pool: The list of servers you control that we pass
clean traffic to.

Signing into the DSS
Primary Account Login

1. Go to http://dss.dosarrest.com
2. Enter your Username and Password.
3. Click Sign in.
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Sub-Account Login

1. Go to http://dss.dosarrest.com
2. Click on
underneath Username.
3. Enter Sub-Account Username in the Username field, Primary
account name on the Customer Name Field, and password.
4. Click Sign in

RETRIEVING YOUR PASSWORD
Click on the “Forgot password?” link on the login form.
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For Primary Account
Enter Username and press
You will receive an email with a temporary link that will log you in
and allow you to change your password. The link will expire in 24
hours.

For Sub-Account
Click on
Enter Sub-Account Username in Username field, enter primary
account name in the Customer Name field, and press

You will receive an email with a temporary link that will log you in
and allow you to change your password. The link will expire in 24
hours.
You can also send an email directly to our 24/7 support team at
support@dosarrest.com to have your password reset.
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CHANGING & VERIFYING ADMIN EMAIL
To verify and change your admin email, go to the Settings tab
on the top right hand corner. Edit the fields as desired and click
“Save”. If you’re logging into the DSS for the first time you should
consider changing the password for security.

UPDATING YOUR TIMEZONE

Go to the Settings tab
click on the dropdown menu on Time
zone and select from your desired time zone. Once completed, click
“Save”.

SUBMITTING CHANGES IN THE DSS
Whenever changes are made in the DSS, you’ll will see a red bar at
the very top of the webpage. Select the red bar to submit all
changes.
IF THE RED BAR IS NOT CLICKED, CHANGES YOU HAVE MADE
WILL NOT BE SUBMITTED!
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DASHBOARD
The dashboard and reporting tools can be customized for
anyone who seeks a high level of control over their data and
how it is displayed.

DEFAULT DASHBOARD
When you first log into the DSS, the Dashboard will be the default
tab. Your first VIP will be set up with a default configuration of the
most popular graphs: Blocked Events, Bandwidth, Status Codes,
Cache, Connections, Bird’s Eye, Top URLs, and Top Referer. There
are more graphs available, and each one can be customized to
your preferred settings.

The cost of SNI is
$100.00 USD /
Monthly per VWS
Jenny, Customer Service

MULTIPLE WEBSERVERS (SNI)
If you have SNI setup, you are able to view multiple webservers by
selecting the drop down box below webserver and select the
webserver of your choice.

Department
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DASHBOARD SETTINGS
You can configure how your dashboard functions by selecting the
VIP, Locations, Timescale Picker, Auto-Refresh, and Graphs on the
dropdown menus.

REMOVING GRAPHS FROM DASHBOARD
To remove a graph from the dashboard, while viewing the
dashboard, unselect/check from the Graphs dropdown menu.
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BLOCKED EVENTS
The Blocked Events graph, displays Network and Application layer
attacks blocked by DOSarrest.

BANDWIDTH
The Bandwidth graph, displays inbound and outbound traffic to
the VIP or origin IP in bits per second. Such as sudden spikes or
increases. This graph also allows you to toggle between inbound
and outbound traffic.
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CONNECTIONS
The Connections graph, records the total number of
connections of any status. For the VIP side, it is showing
the total number of TCP connections between the VIP and
visitor. For the Origin side it is showing the number of TCP
connections between all of DOSarrest’s proxy servers and
your Origin.

EVENTS
The Events graph, displays the WAF warning or infractions.
Please note, Web Events are Web logs.
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STATUS CODES
The Status Codes graph, displays HTTP status codes from
the web server. For more information, kindly review KB515:
What are DOSarrest Error Codes? Common examples of
status codes are:

Good
 “200 OK” – web page is served without issue.
 “301” or “302” – SEO redirects which seamlessly direct
customers to new locations of pages.

Bad
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“400” – request for page poorly formed.
“404” – requesting a page which does not exist
“403” – forbidden – proper authentication required.
“500” – internal error on web server.
“502” – DOSarrest proxy was not able to receive a
response from the origin server
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CONNECTION STATES
When transferring information across the Internet the
connection will go through multiple transmission control
protocol (TCP) states. This graph displays the TCP state a
connection is in between an end user and the origin IP or VIP.











The connection will



automatically close
after a timeout
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SYN SENT - (client) initiates communication with server.
SYN RECV – (server) follows SYN SENT (handshake).
ESTABLISHED – (server and client) handshake is complete
and servers are able to exchange information.
FIN WAIT 1 – (server and client) represents waiting for an
acknowledgment of the connection termination request
previously sent.
FIN WAIT 2 – (server and client) waiting for a connection
termination request from the remote client.
CLOSE WAIT – (server and client) when a server has
finished sending information
 <waiting <waiting for a connection termination
request from the local user>
CLOSING – (server and client) waiting for a connection
termination request acknowledgement from the remote
TCP.
LAST ACK – (server and client) session is open but no data
is being transferred. Waiting for acknowledgement of the
connection termination request.
CLOSED – response sent to a Close Wait state, which
terminates the connection. No connection state at all.
TIMEWAIT – (server or client) connection was not cleanly
closed.
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CACHE
Displays the caching server’s response to a visitor’s request:
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Hit: the information was requested before the stale date.
The content was cached and not stale and so was provided
to the visitor without referring to the origin server.
Miss: the content was not cached, and therefore the
request was referred back to the origin server. This
information will be cached and so will respond as a hit the
next time it is requested.
Expired: the content was cached but has since become
stale so the request was referred back to the origin server.
This information will be cached and respond as a hit the
next time.
N/A: the content was marked as private and not cacheable.
These requests are referred back to the origin server

www.DOSarrest.com

TOP COUNTRY
Top Country Graph depicts the traffic between countries.

BIRD’S EYE
Bird’s Eye View map, Records and displays the IP addresses of
each visitor seen at the VIP.
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BLOCK IP
The DSS allows you to block IPs on the Bird’s Eye View, by
selecting the plus sign on the IP and hitting the block button.

TOP URLS
The Top URLS List, displays the most frequently accessed URLs on
the VIP in question.
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TOP REFERERS
Displays the previous location of the visitor, prior to visiting your
VIP.

VISITOR ISP
Visitor ISP graph depicts the usage type based on ISP or
company. You can also filter by Category: Fixed Line ISP, Data
Centre/Web Hosting/ Transit, Commercial, Search Engine Spiders,
University/College/School, Government, All.
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EVENT LOGS
The Event Logs stores WAF and WEB logs up-to 24 hours. You are able to
select logs based on location, such as All, London, London 2, Los Angeles,
Los Angeles 2, New York, New York 2, Singapore 1 and Singapore2. After
selecting the desired data, you are able to export to a CSV file by select
the button Export to CSV.

For more information, please review our Knowledge Base articles:
WAF section:
KB701 (What is Web Application Firewall),
KB702 (WAF Setup: Step One (Adding WAF)
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CONFIGURING A SITE WITHIN
THE DSS
STEPS TO CONFIGURING A SITE

We have marked all mandatory configurations marked in red:
Adding Origin Groups, Adding Upstream Address and setting up
domains. Please keep in mind, adding SSL certificate is only
mandatory if HTTPs is selected.
Security and performance features are very important, please
review the chapter on Features, page [#].
The DSS is equipped with tabs to assist with configuring a
website.
The Origin Tab, allows you to add origin groups (IP or CNAME),
upstream address, load balancing and perform TCP health checks.
The Manage Web Servers Tab, allows you to add SSL Certificate,
domains, blocking IPs and setting up error pages.
Site Wide Features Tab, allows you to add security and
performance features.
By URI Tab, allows you to add URI, changing origin pool, set up
security and performance features and block IPs.
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ORIGINS
The Origin Tab allows you to add multiple origins groups,
selecting an origin type, assign load balancing and add upstream
addresses.

HOW TO ADD AN IP ADDRESS?
1. Select on the Origin Tab
2. Select Origin Type: IP
ORIGIN GROUP
TYPE:
There are two Origin
types: IP address and
CNAME.

IP address: This is a
numerical label
assigned to a device

3. Select + Add Origin

that is connected to the
internet
Example: 139.130.4.5

CNAME: is a type of
resource record in the
Domain Name System
that allows you to
assign a domain to
another address.
Example: mywebsite.nl

4. Enter Origin IP, Port and select Protocol
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HOW TO ADD A CNAME?
1. Select on the Origin Tab
2. Select Origin Type: CNAME

3. Select + Add Origin

4. Enter Origin IP, Port and select Protocol
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LOAD BALANCING
OPTIONS:

LOAD BALANCING

DOSarrest provides

Load balancing is distributing workload across multiple computer
resource. A load balancer, is a device, that behaves as a revers
proxy and distributes the network or application traffic across a
number of servers.

three load balancing
options: Round Robin,
IP Hash and Least
Connections.
Round Robin distributes
client requests across a
group of servers. Going
down the list of servers
in the group, the roundrobin load balancer
loops back and goes
down the list again

ADDING LOAD BALANCING
1. Select the Origin Tab
2. Under Load Balancing options, select the Type drop down
box
3. Select one of the load balancing options: Round Robin, IP
Hash and Least Connections

(sends the next request
to the first listed server,
the one after that to the
second server, and so
on).
IP Hash is used to
determine what server
should be selected for
the next request (based
on the client’s IP
address).
Least Connections: next
request is assigned to
the server with the least
number of active
connections.

TCP HEALTH CHECKS
TCP health checks, attempts to open a TCP connection to the
instance on the specified port

ADDING TCP HEALTH CHECK
1. Select the Origin Tab
2. Select the ‘TCP Health Check’ check box
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WEB SERVERS
The manage Webserver Tab allows you to complete the following
tasks: Uploading SSL certificate, add domains, Block IPs and Set up
webpages for maintenance period

PCI DSS Standards
Dictates, our
support team is
unable to upload
your SSL Certificates
and Keys. Also, note
you will only be

SSL CERTIFICATES
SSL Certificates are small data files that digitally bind a
cryptographic key to an organization's details. When installed on
a web server, it activates the padlock and the https protocol (over
port 443) and allows secure connections from a web server to a
browser.
There are two ways to add a certificate:



Uploading by File
Adding by Text

able to view the
redacted SSL Key

UPLOADING A SSL CERTIFICATE
1. Ensure you’re on the correct VIP
2. Under General Tab, select the check box, HTTPs
The SSL upload window will appear once the HTTPS box
is checked. Here you can upload or copy and paste your
SSL cert and key in the field box. If your file is in PEM
or P12/PFX format.
3. Click on
you can choose from the PEM
or P12/PFX tab and upload the SSL certificate and SSL
security key files as directed. Enter your SSL password
twice and click “Upload”.
4. Click on
to verify the cert and keys
match. If it is a successful match you will receive the
following message
“Save” once done.
5. There will be a red bar on the top of the browser,
click
on it to commit the changes, and you’ll receive an
email confirmation/notification once the update has
been applied and is active.
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ADDING AN SSL CERTIFICATE BY TEXT
1. Hit Manage Web Servers Tab
2. Hit the General Tab
3. Select HTTPs checkbox

4. Copy and Paste the certificate into the SSL Certificate text
box
5. Copy and Paste the SSL Key into the SSL Key text box.
6. Click on
to verify the cert and keys
match. If it is a successful match you will receive the
following message
“Save” once done.
7. There will be a red bar on the top of the browser,
click
on it to commit the changes, and you’ll receive an
email confirmation/notification once the update has
been applied and is active.
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DOMAINS
A domain name is an identification string that defines a realm of
administrative autonomy, authority or control within the Internet.

ADDING A DOMAIN
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select the Domains Tab
Hit the ‘+ Add Domain’ button
Enter the domain and protocol
Hit the Save Button

ACCESS CONTROL LIST (ACL)
ACL is a list of IPs, that do not have the permission to visit your site.
This is a very important tool. For instance, you may only want traffic
on a specific URL, such as a login page. You can allow a list of IPs
while blocking all traffic.
Ie. ABC has 4 employees, they have whitelisted (allow) the /32 IPs in
their office and blocked all traffic 0.0.0.0/32
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BLOCKING IPs:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Select Manage Web Servers
Select the ACLs tab
Hit the ‘add’ button
Set Action to Deny and Enter IP address
Select a CIDR from drop down list: /32 /28 /24 /21 /16 /8
Select the ‘save’ button

SETTING UP ERROR PAGES
1. Should you have multiple VIPs, select the desired VIP from
the VIRTUAL IP'S dropdown menu on the top left.
2. (OPTIONAL) Select your desired VWS (Virtual Web Server)
from the WEB SERVERS dropdown menu on the top left.
3. Select Manage Web Features on the left column of the DSS.
4. Select the Error Pages tab.
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5. Click “Import file” and browse to your
error/maintenance page and select “Import” (Should
you have additional pages, images, and other files
please repeat this step).

6. Before enabling maintenance mode, you can preview the
page, by committing the changes.
See step #12.





You can preview the page by going to the test url:
For example,
https://www.dosarrest.com/CustomDOAErrors/mainte
nance_page.html
www.dosarrest.com is the domain name and
maintenance_page.html is the uploaded page.

7. Click on Set Error Pages, specify what protocol and error
codes you would like to set the error/maintenance pages to
be displayed for and click SET. Use 503 status code with the
“Site Offline for Maintenance”.
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8.
9.
10.
11.

Click on Site Wide Features.
Click on Site Wide Performance Features tab.
Click View Options for “Site Offline for Maintenance”
Toggle the dropdown menu from No (disable maintenance
mode) to Yes (enable maintenance mode) and click Save.

12. Click on the Big red bar at the top of the screen to commit
your changes live and click YES to push the update. Wait 5-10
minutes for the update to go live.
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DISABLING MAINTENANCE PAGE
To disable the maintenance page, perform steps 8 to 12 and select
NO instead of YES for “Site Offline for Maintenance” feature.

ADDING HTTP2
HTTP2
HTTP 2.0 is a new
version of the
HTTP Protocol.

HTTP 2.0
alternates

To add HTTP2, to your site:

between request
and response
message on the

1.
2.
3.

Select Manage Web Server
Select HTTP2 checkbox
Hit Save

same connection.
It prioritizes
request by
allowing more
significate request
to complete faster,
thus improving
performance.
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FEATURES
DOSarrest allows you to enable features on the Webserver and URI
level.

WEB SERVER FEATURES
Site Wide features has a list of Security and Performance features
available. These features are available on the Webserver level.
During Onboard, by default, we enable the list of features below:








Allow Monitoring
Allow Search Bot Agents (changed to Allow Trusted User
Agents)
Allow Search Engines
Blocking Invalid Host
Logging
Site Offline for Maintenance (Set Option “NO”)
Set Header “Server: DOSarrest”

URI FEATURES
By URI, has a list of Security and Performance features available.
These features are available on the URI level. During onboard, we
create an image URI and enable caching.
Image URI: jpg, png, gif, jpeg, bmp, pdf, js, css, img, ashx
File Type: File Extension
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CREATING A URI
1. Select the BY URI tab
2. Select the Add button
3. A window will pop up allowing you to enter a URI, the type,
Protocol and origin pool.
4. Hit Save

URI TYPES
DOSarrest allows you to save a URI based on the following Types:





Recursive
Exact
Exclusive
File Extension

PROTOCOL
DOSarrest allows you to choose between HTTP, HTTPs and Both.

ORIGIN POOL
Depending if SNI, you may select a different Origin Pool.
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SERVER NAME IDENTIFICATION
(SNI)
MORE ON SNI:

DOSarrest allows you to set up SNI within the DSS. SNI allows

The Internet may seem

multiple SSL certificates to be configured on the same IP and TCP
port number, which allows multiple secure https website to be
served off the same IP address.

infinite, but space is
limited, particularly IPv4
addresses. SNI allows
you to consolidate
multiple websites under
the same (underused)
IP. SNI saves IP space,
which saves you money.

SETTING UP SNI
1. Select the Web Server drop down list and select ‘+ New
Webserver..’

How many certificates
can I have under one
DOSarrest Virtual IP?
There is no absolute
limit on the number of
certificates that can be
applied to the same VIP;
however, there is a limit

2. A window will pop up, allowing you to enter a Name and
chose a protocol

of only 1 certificate per
Virtual Webserver (VWS)
for more details.
Do I need to get new
certificates?
No. SNI is not a type of
certificate, it is a change
to the SSL negotiation
process that happens
before the certificate
exchange. SNI can be
used in conjunction with
your existing SSL
certificates.
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MORE ON SNI:
What are the limitations
of SNI?
SNI is a newer (2003)

3. Enter Domain and Select Next

technology that is
supported in most
modern browsers.
However, there are still a
few relics out on the
internet that do not
support SNI (see below).
For software that does not
support SNI they will be
presented with the
certificate for your Default
Webserver, so when
selecting your default
webserver please plan
accordingly.
Browser / OS
combinations that don’t
support SNI:
 WebClient service (for
WebDAV) included in any
Windows version
 Internet Explorer 6 or
earlier and any IE version
on Windows XP or earlier.
(SNI in Internet Explorer
depends upon the
SChannel system
component shipped with
Windows Vista)
 Safari on Windows XP or
earlier

4. Select the Origin Tab and hit the button ‘+ New Origin
Group’

 BlackBerry OS 7.1 or earlier
 Windows Mobile up to 6.5
 Android default browser

5. Select the button ‘+ Add Origin’ and enter the Origin IP and
corresponding port number.

on Android 2.x
 wget before 1.14
 Nokia Browser for Symbian
 Opera Mobile for Symbian
at least on Series60
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MORE ON SNI:
Does SNI work with
DOSarrest’s other
services?
Yes, all of our services are
designed to operate
cohesively. In fact, think of
SNI as an extension of your
VWS product.
Is there an extra cost for
SNI’s?
Yes, the cost is
$200.00USD/monthly per
SNI

6. Select Site Wide Features Tab, and add the desired features.
Don’t forget to add the default features (See page 32, Web
Server Features).
7. Select By URI Tab, and change the Origin Pool
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Select all URI, and Change the origin pool, to the
webserver created. In this case ‘Vancouver’.
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TICKETS
We pride ourselves on having the most responsive and
knowledgeable support team in the business. Our security engineers
answer every phone call or respond to every request within 10
minutes, and usually much faster. 24/7/365. No matter what.
Support tickets are viewed immediately and responded to with the
same urgency as a phone call. You are encouraged to use the
ticketing system as it is the most effective method of tracking ticket
history and also provides security engineers with the background
information they need to quickly understand and resolve issues.

SUBMITTING A NEW TICKET
Go to Tickets and click on
the “Open New Ticket”
button. All of the fields in the
form are required.
Select Type – In the
dropdown menu choose
whether your ticket is about a
Problem, Question or
Feature.
Select Priority – Use the
dropdown menu to choose whether your ticket is Low, Medium,
High or Emergency (only select this if your site is currently down).
Summary – Summarize what your ticket is about.
Description – Describe what your ticket is about in as much detail as
possible.
Add an attachment – Upload screen shots or other relevant files by
clicking the “AddAttachment” button and browsing for the file. Click
‘Save’ to complete the submission.
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EMAIL NOTIFICATIONS
When a support ticket is opened via the DSS panel an email with the
ticket details will be sent to all participants. Also, when an update to
a ticket is made via the DSS an email will get sent to the participants.
Customer can reply to the email and it will be automatically
processed by the DSS and the customer’s response will be added to
the ticket. These emails will come from the email address
support@dosarrest.com. Please white-list this email addresses so
that your email server doesn’t block email addresses from it.

HOW TO SET UP EMAIL NOTIFICATIONS
1. Select the button, next to your username.

2. A window will pop up, allowing you to select the check box,
email notification
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VIEWING A TICKET
Go to Tickets. This screen will be set by default to “ALL” on the
menus. You can choose to filter the drop-down menus by Status
(new, open, closed, and resolved), Priority (emergency, high,
medium, and low) and Type (problem, question, and feature). Click
on the ticket you want to read. You can click the + to expand and
view each portion of the conversation.

UPDATING TICKET STATUS
Go to Tickets, click on the ticket you want to update. Choose the
dropdown menu (Status, Type, or Priority) you want to update your
ticket with, select the new status. A bar will appear below for you to
click “Update Ticket Status”

RESPONDING TO AN OPEN TICKET
Go to Tickets and click on a ticket you want to response to. Click on
the “Add Comment” button. Fill out the form and click “send”. This
will send an email to all participants (your own account as well as
support). Support reviews all emails immediately.

CLOSING A TICKET
Go to Tickets, click on the ticket you want to close. Click on the
Status dropdown menu and choose “Closed or Resolved” to close
the ticket. A bar will appear below for you to click “Update Ticket
Status”, click on it to close your ticket.

ADDING AND REMOVING PARTICIPANTS
Go to Tickets, click on the ticket you want to close. Click on the
Participants tab beside the Communications tab. Press “Add
Participant” then add the Email and click “Save”. To remove a
participant, click “Delete” and press “Yes” to confirm removal.
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KNOWLEDGE BASE
The knowledge base is an in house section which contains
information regarding DOSarrests’
services with a number of helpful tips and tricks and
troubleshooting information.
It is organized is categories or subjects, clicking on the
expand all the articles in that category.
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SUB-ACCOUNTS
Here you can create sub-accounts for staff members or clients.
You can customize their access and permissions for VIPs from view
only to being able to make updates on the account.

HOW TO ADD A SUB-ACCOUNT?
1. Go to “Accounts”
2. Click “Add Account”, fill in all the fields
3. Click “Save”.

HOW TO ADD ACCESS AND PERMISSIONS
TO SUB-ACCOUNT?
1. Go to “Accounts”
2. Click on the account you want to add access to.
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3. Click on the Modules tab, here you can grant access to
Configuration and Tickets to the sub- account user.

4. Click on the VIPs tab
 click on “Add VIP” then select the VIP from the
dropdown menu.
 Select their permissions to View, Update, and
Remove for the VIP. Click “Save” once done.

HOW TO CHANGE
PASSWORD/EMAIL/TIME ZONE FOR SUBACCOUNT?
Go to “Accounts” then click on the account you want to
change the password, email, or timeline. You’ll be brought to
the Generals tab by default; here you can change the
password, email, and time zone. Click “Save” when the
changes are made.
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ATTACKS
Due to the nature of DDoS attacks and the myriad of ways
they can be launched, there is no one way for determining
when there is an attack. However, as a general rule,
customers can review VIP versus Origin Bandwidth and/or
Connections against each other, where a sudden increase on
the VIP side can be seen as an attack, and the efficacy of the
DOSarrest solution determined by how much of that sudden
increase is seen at origin.
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NEED A HAND?
UK Free Phone

0800.016.3099

CA / US Toll Free

1.888.818.1344

Singapore Tell Free

1.800.101.1796

24 / 7 Email support
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